
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Such roars in English and counter-roars in French as there were while that
ladder _____________________!
1.

(arrange)was being arranged

At last he looked his guest in the face and told why the banquet
_____________________ ready.
2.

(not/make)was not being made

The shutters ___________________ down from several of the windows,
blinds were drawn up, doors opened, and the row was waking to life and the
business of life.

3.

(take)

were being taken

Certainly it might give some comfort if the sufferers knew what it was they
________________________ for, and that others would be benefited by their
death.

4.

(sacrifice)
were being sacrificed

In another hall a discourse ______________________ to the pupils, some
four hundred being present.
5.

(deliver)
was being delivered

In another minute the enemy's engine was puffing onward again in the
wake of the fugitives, while the car ___________________ along in front of
the tender.

6.

(push)
was being pushed

But the artist explained again that it ____________________ for
Marguerite's friend.
7.

(paint)
was being painted

Doctor Hugh came forward at once and while they
________________________ the three girls studied the newcomers with
interest.

8.

(introduce)
were being introduced

He directs his disciples generally not to mourn too much at his removal as if
they ______________________.
9.

(desert)were being deserted

He continued to kneel, but his mind was filled with the images of results to
be felt through all Europe; and the sense of immediate difficulties
_________________ in the glow of that vision, when the knocking at the door
announced the expected visit.

10.

(lose)
was being lost
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I could hear a boat scraping against the side of the schooner as it
____________________.
11.

(lower)was being lowered

A busy scene ____________________ on the circus lots.12. (enact)was being enacted

There was a lull in the conversation while dessert
____________________ in.
13.

(bring)was being brought

The successes of the summer _________________________ by the
victories which the British were achieving.
14.

(obliterate)
were being obliterated

In a second he was standing at the prow, while the anchor
____________________, and while the Sultan was repenting of his folly in
allowing Fortunatus to try on the cap, the vessel was making fast for Cyprus.

15.

(weigh)

was being weighed

They did not even know that they ______________________, having
been told that the measurements were for the sake of determining the horse's
rate.

16.

(observe)

were being observed

Clearly a dangerous amount of electricity ___________________ within
the little shack.
17.

(store)
was being stored

It was likely enough that the man had noticed that he
____________________, and had determined to rid himself of the pursuer.
18.

(pursue)
was being pursued

The huge unwieldy things ____________________.19. (beat)were being beaten

A great question ____________________ as to club law.20. (debate)was being debated
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